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L’Herbergement, November 3, 2020 – 6 p.m. 

    

  

   

    

 

 
Strong business recovery with growth of 11.3% in the third quarter 

 
 
 

 

(1) Unaudited figures, drawn up in accordance with French GAAP as approved by the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders on May 25, 2018. 

(2) Excluding the closure of Brem, Brico St Aignan, La Rochelle, Brico Le Blanc for the Building Materials Trading business – Excluding Béton 
du Poher and sites in the Sarthe-Mayenne sector for the Concrete Industry business – excluding trading business TBM for the Industrial Joinery 
business. 

 

 

Return to growth in the third quarter 

HERIGE Group posted turnover of €160 million for the third quarter of 2020, up 11.3% (or 9.1% like-for-like) on 
the same period in 2019. 
 
Despite a negative calendar effect, all Group activities saw a return to growth during the quarter, picking up from 
June and benefiting from a catch-up effect following the confinement period due to the health crisis. 
 

 Turnover for Building Materials Trading rose 11.8% like-for-like, propelled by the public works sector and 
structural activities, and progressing despite the negative calendar effect (one fewer day).  

 Concrete Industry reported growth of 14.5% like-for-like (29.6% as reported), taking into account a 
negative calendar effect (one fewer day). This performance was buoyed by strong sales in the ready-mix 
concrete division and pre-fabricated concrete products, and the integration of new plants in the 
Sarthe-Mayenne sector at current scope. 

 Industrial joinery ended the quarter with growth of 9.3%, despite a negative calendar effect (two fewer 
days) and the two-month shutdown of the Boué plant. The activity posted a net increase in its order book, 
benefiting from significant growth in its distribution channels focused on the renovation market and 
double-digit growth for its AM-X product. 

For the first nine months of 2020, HERIGE Group’s consolidated turnover amounted to €413.9 million, down by 
just 8% (9.4% like-for-like) compared with a drop of 16.5% (17.5% like-for-like) in the first half of the year.  

 

 

French GAAP – € million 
Turnover 

2020(1) 2019 
 

 
% change 

 
  Like-for-like(2) Current 

1st quarter 132.8 154.0 -14.6% -13.8% 

2nd quarter 139.1 171.8 -20.1% -19.0% 

3rd quarter 160.0 143.7 +9.1% +11.3% 

TOTAL 431.9 469.5 -9.4% -8.0% 

Building Materials Trading 244.4 263.8 -6.3% -7.4% 

Concrete Industry 82.5 78.8 -7.1% +4.7% 

Industrial Joinery 92.4 105.0 -10.9% -11.9% 

Other 32.0 47.0 -27.9% -31.9% 

Inter-segment eliminations -19.5 -25.1 - - 

TURNOVER  
AT SEPTEMBER 30, 2020: €431.9 MILLION 
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Outlook and developments  

Despite a macroeconomic and health environment that remains uncertain, the business recovery in the third 
quarter combined with strict management of expenses and investments gives the Group confidence in its ability 
to limit the impact of the crisis on its full-year profitability and cash position.  
 
In addition, the decisions taken under the Government’s recovery plan, which provides for energy efficiency 
rebates among other measures, should help the sector to maintain a good level of activity. 
 
Finally, since the building-construction sector has been recognized as essential to the functioning of the country, 
all of the Group's activities are continued during the new confinement phase. Thus, all the sites (trading points 
of sale, factories, concrete plants) remain open with reinforced vigilance of existing health protocols. 
 
Benoit Hennaut, Chaiman of the Executive Board declares: “ Thanks to our teams’ commitment, and to the 
solidarity and responsible spirit that has always driven HERIGE, the business dynamic has been able to continue 
favorably. I am proud of the agility that everyone is once again demonstrating following the French Government 
announcements to allow ATLANTEM, EDYCEM and VM to continue to serve our customers under the most 
optimal conditions. In the current context, maintaining our activities constitutes an important economic 
commitment towards the entire building industry. We will operate with the utmost sanitary rigour and strict 
compliance with government guidelines to guarantee the imperative safety of all.” 
 

 
NEXT PUBLICATION: 2020 Q4 turnover on February 9, 2021 (after the close of trading) 

All our financial communications are available on our website www.groupe-herige.fr 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOUT HERIGE  

HERIGE Group focuses on three sectors of the building 

industry: Building Materials Trading, the Concrete Industry and 

Industrial Joinery. Originally based in the Vendée region, 

HERIGE currently employs more than 2,300 people and has a 

strong presence in Western France. 

  

HERIGE is listed on Euronext Growth 

PEA/PME eligible 

Indices: EURONEXT FAMILY BUSINESS, EURONEXT 

GROWTH ALL SHARE, ENTERNEXT©PEA-PME 150   

ISIN FR0000066540, Ticker: ALHRG, Reuters ALHRG.PA 

 

 

HERIGE 

Benoît Hennaut - Chairman of the Executive Board 

Caroline Lutinier - Head of Group Communication 
Tel.: +33 (0)2 51 08 08 08  

E-mail: communication@groupe-herige.fr  

ACTUS finance & communication  

Corinne Puissant - Analyst/Investor Relations 
Tel.: +33 (0)1 53 67 36 77 - E-mail: cpuissant@actus.fr  

Anne-Catherine Bonjour - Press Relations 
Tel.: +33 (0)1 53 67 36 93 - E-mail: acbonjour@actus.fr 

 

http://www.groupe-herige.fr/

